other lawyers with similar
practice interests. Consult
your local or specialty bar
for similar opportunities.
Sections and specialty
bar associations may have
referral mechanisms such
as list serves, discussion
groups, and a case referral
service for the public.
There are also boards and
committees of the bar that
provide opportunities to
shape policy, as well as to
meet other lawyers. The
by Pete Roberts
WSBA especially offers
such opportunities to serve
on committees, boards, and
panels that may affect the
practice of law statewide.
Contact your representative
on the Board of Governors
or see the FYI section
of Bar News for further
information.
Volunteering as faculty for
CLE events is a very good
way to meet other lawyers
who are co-presenters,
as well as the attendees
themselves. This activity
ou cannot know too many lawyers!” enables you to enhance your professional
Become known by becoming a credentials in a very visible fashion.
“joiner” of bar sections, committees,
Consider formally or informally
and task forces. Be volunteer mentoring or otherwise assisting other
faculty for CLE programs. Your networking practitioners who may have a future need
includes your volunteer time on nonprofit to refer matters to you.
boards, committees, projects, and municipal or
Avoid accepting “any” matter that
charitable activities. These groups appreciate comes in the door. Retain control of your
having a lawyer as a member.
law practice by proactively assessing each
Among your colleagues, you want to potential client opportunity. Be prepared to
cultivate referrals that fit into your practice turn some prospects down. Each new matter
goals. It is, of course, a two-way street. Be that you do accept is a major commitment
alert to refer out cases that may repay you with of time, hard work, communication, and
a fair return of new work. Your professional attention. The new matter should fit as
reputation defines how others will gauge any easily as possible into your competence to
risk of referring matters to you in terms of practice (or to reasonably reach that level
probable return referrals, client comfort, and relatively quickly), your case calendar, your
your getting the work done timely. Referrals personal calendar, and your personality.
arise because the lawyer has an unwaivable You may say that you “are not accepting any
conflict, the work required is beyond the new matters for the time being.”
lawyer’s capabilities, or the lawyer’s schedule
You are “on display.” Even if you do
precludes additional work. Another reason no overt “marketing,” you remain on display
is that the lawyer may not feel totally because you are a lawyer. Business cards
comfortable with the client’s personality or are essential. Always have them handy —
other circumstances of the matter.
including having them in your blue jeans
Do not overlook any opportunities pocket on weekends! Use high-quality card
for leadership within the profession. The stock. Consider including information on the
WSBA includes a variety of sections that back of the card that describes your practice
offer the lawyer the opportunity to meet in layman’s terms. For a DUI practice, you
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may include on the card certain tips for
communicating appropriately with the police.
Use a font size and design that are easy to read,
particularly if you represent elderly clients.
Your reputation and conduct as a
professional inexorably builds your image
in the public and legal communities.
Influence this process and prosper!
Every
client
involves
many
potentialities, both good and not so good.
Experienced lawyers know that anything can
happen. Remember that the client is under
stress, so your communication (written and
oral) must be careful and precise.
In Washington, the recognition of an
attorney-client relationship is described. In
Bohn v. Cody, 119 Wn.2d 357, P.2d 71, the
court opined:
[3] The essence of the attorney/client
relationship is whether the attorney’s
advice or assistance is sought and
received on legal matters. See 1 R.
Mallen & J. Smith § 11.2 n.18; 7 Am.
Jur. 2d Attorneys at Law § 118 (1980).
The relationship need not be formalized
in a written contract, but rather may
be implied from the parties’ conduct.
In re McGlothlen, 99 Wn.2d 515, 522,
663 P.2d 1330 (1983). Whether a fee
is paid is not dispositive. McGlothlen, at
522. The existence of the relationship
“turns largely on the client’s subjective
belief that it exists.” McGlothlen, at 522.
The client’s subjective belief, however,
does not control the issue unless it
is reasonably formed based on the
attending circumstances, including
the attorney’s words or actions. See 1
R. Mallen & J. Smith § 8.2 n.12; Fox
v. Pollack, 181 Cal. App. 3d 954, 959,
226 Cal. Rptr. 532 (1986); In re Petrie,
154 Ariz. 295, 299-300, 742 P.2d 796
(1987).
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The client relationship can arise whether
or not you intend such a relationship to arise.
Lawyers are careful to have several types of
written communications to use in the varying
circumstances. The varying circumstances
might be:
•
•
•
•

Non-engagement: You decided not to
represent the party.
No decision yet: You think it over and
do the conflict check first.
No decision yet: The party owes you
several documents first.
Accept the party as a client: Triggers a
series of steps.

Document the understanding for each
of these circumstances, so that there is
reasonably no doubt in the client’s mind.
The party is likely experiencing stress about
the legal issue and may not hear and/or
understand your verbal communication.
Consider that each client may act or
react as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will he pay you?
Will he tell you the truth?
Will he call you too often?
Will he show up for meetings?
Will you meet his expectations?
Will he dislike you?
Will he produce promised
documents?
Will he send e-mail expecting
immediate responses?

Experienced practitioners say that it
is best to avoid a potentially troublesome
client by watching for the “red flags.” Go
with your gut if in doubt about taking on
a particular matter. Use a friendly worded
engagement letter and/or fee agreement to
lay out your scope of work and the client’s
obligations to you. Start work in earnest
after the client has signed off and returned
a copy of the letter to you.
Include a paragraph in your fee
agreement or engagement letter about
communication. You expect the client to
be available and to respond to you. Your
client expects you always to be available,
particularly by e-mail. E-mail messages do
not demand immediate responses. You can

visually scan your e-mail as it arrives, but you
should shelter yourself from the expectation
of an immediate response. Indicate in your
engagement letter that you will respond to
e-mail “usually within two business days.”
It is also a good idea to include a description
of your file retention and destruction policy
and who owns the file and pays for copies of
the file, if ever necessary.
Communicate often and be sure to
return telephone calls within four hours.
You need not return the call yourself if you
can ask an assistant to do so. Calling to
say that there is nothing new on the matter
actually says two things to the client:
1.
2.

Nothing is new.
I remembered you and you are
important to me.

The major side benefit of returning
telephone calls timely is the glowing
recommendation of you to others. This point
cannot be overemphasized. Never hesitate to
ask your clients to recommend you to others.
Consider your several reputations:
•

Your professional reputation establishes
you among colleagues. Your practice
area, integrity, honesty, level of service,
knowledge of the law, and how easy
you are to deal with all come into play.

•

Your social reputation establishes you
among colleagues, friends, family, and
staff. Your social reputation includes
how others perceive your table manners,

use of alcohol (if applicable), and
general social bearing as you engage in
professional activities, hobbies, sports
activities, and cultural interests. Are
you available at all or always “busy”?
•

Your street reputation establishes how
you are perceived by staff. Your street
reputation describes your office and
how you handle the management of
your practice. Examples are your level
of professionalism and respect when
communicating with your staff, nonmonetary fringe benefits such as staff
scheduling flexibility, and, of course,
your management of anger and how
you communicate reprimands.

All of these networks can attract or
repel new business. ◊

Pete Roberts has 18 years of experience as a
legal administrator in law firms. Pete has an
MBA from The College of William & Mary
and a Certificate as Small Business Webmaster
from the University of Washington. He is a
frequent speaker and has consulted with over
400 WSBA members in Washington, Idaho, and
Oregon. Since 2001, Pete has been the Practice
Management Advisor in the Law Office
Management Assistance Program (LOMAP)
of the Washington State Bar Association. He
enjoys tennis, travel, and tries to enjoy the
Seattle Mariners. Reach him at 206-7278237, peter@wsba.org, or www.lomap.org.

From Gavel to Hammer: Letting the Law Wait
by G. Martin Bingisser

E

ven though I am sitting in the middle
of the backwoods, familiar sights
surround me. A framed diploma from
the University of Washington School
of Law hangs above my desk. A neat row
of legal books sandwiched on each side by
slender bookends stand next to my computer.
This picture would not have been beyond the
reach of my imagination three years ago. I
say this knowing that the centerpiece of my
book collection — the eight volumes of the
Internal Revenue Code and accompanying
Treasury Regulations — rarely enters
anyone’s imagination. But while the setting
is familiar, the location is not.

I did not envision the current location
of my desk. I would have thought that the
desk would be situated in the Columbia
Tower or another one of Seattle’s high-rises.
Perhaps the desk would be in the other
Washington, a stone’s throw away from the
nation’s power center. Instead, my desk sits
in a daylight basement apartment on the
outskirts of Kamloops, British Columbia.
You have likely never heard of Kamloops:
neither had I. The city is located about
three to four hours northeast of Vancouver.
You follow the main highway east until all
signs of civilization have disappeared and
then continue north for another two hours
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over two mountain passes and past twelve
million pine trees until you arrive in this
quaint 80,000-person town. While the
town has been around for nearly 200 years,
it truly grew as prospectors came to the area
during a 1860s gold rush. I, too, am here in
search of gold: the Olympic gold.
Let me explain. I compete in the hammer
throw. Like Kamloops, few have heard of
the hammer throw. It isn’t a competition
to see who can throw a carpenter’s hammer
the furthest. That would be far too simple.
Instead, it is an obscure track and field event
where men hurl a four-foot-long, sixteenpound steel ball and chain over two-thirds

